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February 27,199l 

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr. 
Chairman, Legislation and National 

Security Subcommittee 
Committee on Government Operations 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

As you requested, we assessed the acquisition management of selected 
data fusion1 efforts within the U.S. Navy Command and Control System 
to identify any data fusion deficiencies and evaluate plans to overcome 
the deficiencies. 

We divided our work into two phases. Our first report2 disclosed that the 
Navy considered its data fusion capabilities at sea (afloat) to be incom- 
plete, manpower intensive, and time-consuming. We concluded that until 
the Navy acquired a full afloat correlation system capability, data 
fusion for battle group commanders afloat would be limited, resulting in 
a continuing unsatisfactory tactical picture. This report addresses Navy 
data fusion capabilities ashore and the command and control system 
from a broader perspective. 

Background According to the Navy, the threat capabilities of possible adversaries 
have led to a significant reduction in battle group commanders’ reaction 
time to hostile situations at sea. This resulted in Navy plans to acquire 
and deploy long-range sensors and weapons. However, the Navy has 
encountered problems in adequately handling the increased volume of 
data from wide-area surveillance sensors located both inside and outside 
the battle groups. This has led to an unsatisfactory tactical picture for 
operational commanders. 

The Navy uses its command and control system to manage a variety of 
information and control naval forces. The system is expected to (1) 
obtain data on enemy locations and capabilities, (2) integrate and 
deliver these data in a timely manner and a useful format to operational 

‘Data fusion is defined as the merging of information from a variety of sources. 

‘Navy Command and Control. Data Fusion Needs and Capabilities for Battle Group Commanders 
CA/ -- / 
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commanders, and (3) provide a capability through automation and deci- 
sion aids to reduce the burden associated with commanders’ decision- 
making. 

The system consists of several elements, including facilities, equipment, 
communications, procedures, and personnel, and is organized into two 
parts: ashore and afloat. 

l The system’s ashore elements include sensors and other electronic 
equipment that provide national and theaterwide data. Data from these 
elements are processed and evaluated at installations ashore before 
being provided to the battle groups at sea and are called nonorganic 
because the elements are not controlled by battle group commanders. 

l The system’s afloat elements include sensors and other electronic equip- 
ment that provide data about potential threats and targets that extend 
out to about 1,000 miles from the battle groups. Data from these ele- 
ments are called organic because the elements are under the control of 
battle group commanders. 

Appendix I lists several major command and control system elements, 
two of which are critical for data fusion. For example, the Ocean Sur- 
veillance Information System is used ashore to receive, process, and dis- 
tribute data on targets of interest above, on, and below the ocean 
surface. The Afloat Correlation System, which was the focus of our first 
report, is under development for use by battle group commanders at sea 
and is expected to fuse data from systems ashore with data from sys- 
tems afloat. 

Results in Brief In 1982, the Navy awarded a contract to improve its data fusion capabil- 
ities ashore by acquiring an upgrade to the Ocean Surveillance Informa- 
tion System. However, it initiated production of the upgrade without 
performing an operational evaluation. Subsequently, when the first 
evaluation was performed, the system experienced numerous deficien- 
cies. Although many have been corrected, others remain and will have 
to be corrected before the system is operationally effective. Currently, 
the Navy considers its data fusion capabilities ashore as marginally sat- 
isfactory and has restructured the program to correct the deficiencies 
and add capabilities by 1993-a 4-year delay from the earlier program 
upgrade completion date. 
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In the interim, the Navy acquired several prototype systems to over- 
come the data fusion deficiencies. However, these systems neither indi- 
vidually nor collectively meet the Navy’s stated mission needs or satisfy 
Navy program requirements for documentation, logistics support, 
testing, training, and configuration control. This failure to meet mission 
needs or satisfy various program requirements is partially attributable 
to the lack of (I) effective systems engineering and integration and (2) 
an effective organizational management structure. 

The lack of adequate data fusion capabilities results in inefficient or 
untimely use of ashore and afloat sensors and battle group weapons. 
IJntil adequate data fusion capabilities ashore and afloat are available, 
Navy battle group commanders will have less than a satisfactory tac- 
tical picture for decision-making, and some Navy missions could be at 
risk. 

Navy Considers 
-. 

The Navy considers its data fusion capabilities ashore as marginally sat- 

Current Data Fusion 
isfactory because the Ocean Surveillance Information System does not 
meet all operational requirements, even though several changes have 

Capabilities Ashore as been made to the system since its inception. 

Marginally 
Satisfactory 

In 1970, the Navy established an ocean surveillance requirement to 
detect, locate, and classify selected air, surface, and subsurface targets 
and distribute these data to users in as near real-time manner as pos- 
sible. In 1979, in response to this requirement, the Navy installed the 
Ocean Surveillance Information System at five locations: London, 
England; Norfolk, Virginia; Pearl Harbor, Hawaii; Rota, Spain; and 
Kamiseya, Japan. The system consists of various computers, work sta- 
tions, display units, and mass data storage devices. It provides informa- 
tion to ashore and afloat commanders at both the sensitive 
compartmented and general services levels of security classification. 

System Upgrade In 1982, the Navy awarded a contract to upgrade the Ocean Surveillance 
Information System because the system operated too slowly, lacked suf- 
ficient capacity to handle increasing amounts of sensor data, had an 
inadequate number of display terminals, and contained insufficient 
security safeguards. This contractual effort was called the Ocean Sur- 
veillance Information System Baseline Upgrade program and was to be 
completed in 1989. The upgrade involved providing greater automation 
associated with incoming messages, target contacts and track correla- 
tion, data storage, security safeguards, and analytical tools. 
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During the development period, the Navy made several changes to the 
system upgrade. For example, early specifications required the system 
to handle 10,000 contacts per hour, but these specifications were later 
reduced by over 80 percent to 1,800 contacts per hour. According to a 
Navy program official, this reduction was necessary due to a lack of 
resources and slow development of sensors. Also, the Navy (1) added 
requirements to improve the system’s inherent computer security after 
discovering certain security weaknesses, (2) substituted a lesser capa- 
bility for the planned automatic air tracker, and (3) deferred several 
support functions. The redesign effort associated with the computer 
security change alone resulted in a program schedule delay of about I 
year. 

Operational Testing The system upgrade acquisition plan, which became effective in 1983, 
included initiating production before performing an operational evalua- 
tion. Subsequently, the Navy published instructions requiring that at 
least one complete phase of operational testing be performed before 
using procurement funds and that an operational evaluation be com- 
pleted before approving full-rate production. The Navy’s operational 
test organization raised concerns about the program’s development not 
being in compliance with the latest instructions. However, in September 
1985, the Chief of Naval Operations concluded that sufficient testing 
was planned for the system upgrade, and he supported the expenditure 
of production funds before completing any operational testing. 

In May and June 1989, over 2 years after deployment began, the Navy’s 
operational test organization performed the first operational evaluation 
of the upgraded system and identified numerous deficiencies in 10 of 16 
major areas. The system was rated not operationally effect,ive in part 1 
because it did not meet some of the timeliness requirements-data 
processing was too slow, making the end product late for useful near- I 
real-time decisions, and work station response times were rated as inad- 
equate. Also, the system upgrade site was not adequately hardened 
against shock, blast, or electromagnetic pulses. The system was rated 
potentially operationally suitable even though reliability, availability, 
and maintainability were characterized as not accept,able. Also, docu- 
mentation support and personnel training were rated as unsatisfactory. i 

After the 1989 operational evaluation, the Navy installed new software 
and work station hardware to improve system responsiveness, data i 
processing, and t,he man-machine interface. In April 1990, the Navy’s ; 
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operational test organization performed a second operational evalua- 
tion. The results showed that al though most of the major deficiencies 
identified in the earlier operational evaluation were corrected, 29 major 
deficiencies remained and were not tested again because of plans to cor- 
rect them in the future. The test organization assessed the upgraded 
system as potentially operationally effective and suitable, pending cor- 
rection of the remaining deficiencies. A third operational evaluation to 
assess system performance is scheduled for June and July 1991. 

Program Restructuring Meanwhile, in January 1990, the Navy restructured the program into 
the Ocean Surveil lance Information System Evolutionary Development 
program to correct deficiencies in the upgraded system and add capabili- 
ties as needed. For example, additional analytical tools and decision aids 
are to be developed; the man-machine interface is to be improved; 
various prototype systems are to be evaluated and interfaced; and inter- 
operability is to be improved between ashore and afloat systems and 
between joint and allied systems. 

Navy representatives stated that a  January 1990 decision coordinating 
paper calls for the qriginal Ocean Surveil lance Information System 
requirements to be satisfied in fiscal year 1993. This reflects a  4-year 
delay in the full system capability from the earlier 1989 system upgrade 
completion date. Navy officials stated that the current development,  
procurement, and life-cycle maintenance costs for the system upgrade 
and evolutionary development effort is estimated to be $339.7 m illion 
through fiscal year 1999. 

Navy Lacks Effective The many individual elements of the Navy Command and Control 

Systems Integration 
System must be engineered and integrated as a  whole system if informa- 
tion collection, processing, and distribution requirements are to be effi- 

and Organizational ciently and effectively met. The Navy’s command and control plan 

Management Structure states that standardized computer resources, decision aids and displays, 
and software are needed for effective information management.  How- 
ever, the necessary systems integration is not being done effectively, 
and the Navy’s organizational management  structure is not adequate to 
promote efficient systems engineering.” 

“Systems engineering is a  technical and  management  process occurr ing throughout a  system’s life 
cycle with the purpose of establishing opt imum system cost, schedule, and  performance objectives by 
integrating numerous factors into a  total effort. 
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In 1985, the Navy established the Space and Naval Warfare Systems 
Command (SPAWAR) to have the primary responsibility for development 
and procurement of space and command, control, and communication 
systems. These responsibilities included (1) systems engineering and E 
integration to convert operational requirements into contract specifica- 
tions and (2) control of program resources to implement system 

3 

acquisitions. i 

SPAWAR was to develop and manage command and control architectures, 
and it specifically established the Warfare Systems Architecture and 
Engineering Directorate for this purpose. By establishing SPAWAR, the 
Navy intended, in part, to stop what it viewed as a fragmented approach 
to managing command and control programs. The Navy stated that frag- 
mented management had resulted in multiple program delays, additional 
costs, interoperability problems, and less than optimum battle force 
integration. 

After 5 years of operations, however, SPAWAR is not adequately per- 
forming systems engineering for the Navy Command and Control 
System, and the Navy’s organizational management structure is still 
fragmented. For example, many prototype systems have been acquired 
by various users-the Commander-in-Chief, Atlantic Fleet; Commander- 
in-Chief, Pacific Fleet; Commander, Naval Intelligence Command; and 
Naval Research Laboratory-to fill gaps caused by Ocean Surveillance 
Information System Baseline Upgrade and Afloat Correlation System 
schedule delays and reduced capabilities. (See app. II.) Some of the pro- 
totype systems, which are now being extensively used in the fleet, con- 
tain duplicate hardware and software functions and neither individually 
nor collectively meet the Navy’s stated mission needs or satisfy K’avy 
program requirements for documentation, logistics support, testing, 
training, and configuration control. We requested a SPAWAR official to 
provide acquisition cost information for these prototypes, but the infor- 
mation was not readily available. 

The Navy Director for Space and Electronic Warfare, who is the sponsor 
I 
1 

for many SPAWAR programs within the Office of the Chief of Naval Oper- 
ations, stated that his office has too many different programs under sep- 
arate titles to accomplish the same function. SPAWAR representatives 

1 

stated that the Warfare Systems Architecture and Engineering Direc- 
torate (1) lacked funding control, (2) did not have the in-house expertise ; 
to handle a large project like the Navy Command and Control System, 
and (3) was understaffed. In addition, some of the elements within the ’ 
command and control system were funded by other Navy commands, 
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each with its own priorities and objectives, making it more difficult for I 
SPAWAK to manage the overall system. For example: 

. The Naval Sea Systems Command manages the Navy Tactical Data /i 
System and its follow-on system, the Advanced Combat Direction 
System. These are primary automated command and control systems 
that (1) provide the necessary integration between a variety of sensors 
and weapons on today’s major warships and (2) monitor the overall tac- 
tical air, surface, and subsurface environment. The Command also man- 
ages the Aegis weapon systems that includes a computer that monitors 
the overall air, surface, and subsurface tactical picture for the battle 
group by correlating and maintaining organic and nonorganic tracks of 
potential targets. 

9 The Naval Air Systems Command manages the Tomahawk Weapons 
Control System, which performs functions similar to the Afloat Correla- 
tion System and Aegis, by correlating and tracking potential air, surface, 
and subsurface targets. 

According to Kavy representatives, they were currently undergoing a 
transition period to merge both ashore and afloat command, control, 
communications, and intelligence requirements. The Ocean Surveillance 
Information System is to be included in late 1991, along with some of 
the prototype systems listed in appendix II. This merging effort is sched- 
uled t,o be completed in 1995. 

Recommendation To minimize system duplication, we recommend that the Secretary of 
the Navy review the organizational management structure to ensure 
that effective systems engineering and integration is achieved for pro- 
grams within the Navy Command and Control System. 

Scope and 
Methodology 

- -. 
We interviewed officials responsible for Navy data fusion efforts in the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, Office of the Chief of Naval Opera- 
t.ions, Office of the Kavy Comptroller, and SPAWAR. We also interviewed 
selected contractor representatives associated with Navy data fusion 
systems ashore. We reviewed and analyzed planning and contractual 
documents, cost and schedule information, system requirements and 
design data, and correspondence concerning the management and direc- 
t,ion of the Navy’s data fusion ashore efforts, We completed our work in 
December 1990 in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards. 
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As requested, we did not obtain written agency comments. However, we 
discussed the contents of this report with Office of the Secretary of 
Defense and Navy officials and have included their comments where 
appropriate. 

Unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, we plan no further 
distribution of this report until 30 days from the date of this letter. At 
that time, we will send copies to the Secretaries of Defense and the 
Navy, and the Director, Office of Management and Budget. We will also 
make copies available to other interested parties. 

Please contact me on (202) 2754841 if you or your staff have any ques- 
tions concerning this report. Other major contributors are listed in 
appendix III. 

Director, Command, Control, Communications, 
and Intelligence Issues 
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Appendix I 

Major Navy Command and Control 
System Elements 

c 
1 

Antisubmarine Warfare 
Operations Center 

Force High Level Terminal 
High Frequency Direction 

Finding 
Integrated Underwater 

Surveillance System 
Maritime Patrol Aircraft 
Ocean Surveillance 

Information System 
Operations Support 

System 
Prototype Ocean 

Surveillance Terminal 
Relocatable Over-the- 

Horizon Radar 
Theater Mission Planning 

Center 
Worldwide Military Command 

and Control System 

I 

Aegis Display System 
Afloat Correlation 

System 
Antisubmarine Warfare 

Module 
Combat Direction System 
Command and Control 

Processor 
Electronic Warfare 

Coordination Module 
Flag Data Display 

System 
Fleet Imagery Support 

Terminal 
Joint Operational 

Tactical System 
Naval Intelligence 

Processing System 
Prototype Ocean 

Surveillance Terminal 
Tactical Environmental 

Support System 
Tomahawk Weap-on Control 

System 
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Prototype Systems Acquired to F’ill Navy 
Commmd and Control System Gaps 

Prototype system 
Air Tracker Prototype 
Combat Area Support Termrnal 

Developmental Aircraft Reports Tracker 
ElecGonic Collateral Support-System 
Fleet Command Center/ Battle Management 
Plan 
Flekt Imagery Support Terminal 
Force RequIremeG Expert Sysiem 

&lligence support to strike/amphlblous 
forces 
J01nt Operational Tactlcal System 
Prototype Analyst Display Station 
Prototype Analyst Workstatron 

Prototype Ocean Surveillance Termlrtal ~~ ..- 
SubmarIne Acoustic Warfare System 
Tactlcal lnformatron Management Subsystem 

Purpose .-__-~ 
An electronic lntelllgence system for correlating arr targets 
AwIde-area surveillance system that correlates data, providing an integrated intelligence 
picture 
A system to manage air tracks.and forward information to fleet users 
A processor that includes automatic message handling 
.An artificial rntellrgence system that provrdes tools for displaying and interpreting data for 
operational support decisions - -- - ~.-.. 
A system that provrdes digital imagery for processing by afloat units 
A softwareapplication that analyzes and calculates logistic requirements for force 

--- 

moblllzation de&Ions 
A local area network used to process incoming data for intelligence products and reports 

A battle management system that provides a display of tactical situations 
-.-- 

An electromc intelligence drsplay statton ~--___ 
A work station that primarily supports and facilitates the analysis of electronics intelligence 
data ~-- ____ 
AwIde-area surveillance system with some data fusion capability 
A s&marine analysis work statron 

__- 

A shi&oard program that provides tracking information and battle planning aids 
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Major Contributors to This Report 

National Security and Homer H. Thomson, Assistant Director 

International Affairs 
Kent L. Fixman, Evaluator-in-Charge 
Richard 0. Kyhn, Evaluator 

Division, 
Washington, D.C. 

(395118) 

Robert G. Carpenter, Evaluator 
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